Virus Size Analysis by Gas-Phase Mobility Measurements: Resolution Limits.
Electrospraying (ES) dissolved viral particles, followed by charge reduction and size analysis with a differential mobility analyzer (DMA), offers a flexible size-analysis tool for small particles in solution. The technique relies on pioneering work by Kaufman and colleagues, commercialized by TSI, and often referred to as GEMMA. However, viral studies with TSI's GEMMA have suffered from limited resolving power, possibly because of imperfections in either the instrument (DMA or charge reduction) or the sample solution preparation. Here, we explore the limits of the resolution achievable by GEMMA, taking advantage of (i) cleaner charge reduction methods and (ii) DMAs of higher resolving power. Analysis of the literature provides indications that mobility peak widths (fwhm) of 2% or less may be achieved by combining careful sample preparation with improved instrumentation. Working with purified PP7 bacteriophage particles small enough to be classifiable by existing high-resolution DMAs, we confirm that fairly narrow viral mobility peaks may be obtained (relative full width at half-maximum fwhm <5%). Comparison of spectra of a given apian virus sample obtained with TSI's GEMMA and our improved instrumentation confirms that one critical limitation is the DMA. This is further verified by narrow peaks from murine parvovirus, norovirus, and encephalomyelitis virus samples, obtained in our improved GEMMA with little sample preparation, directly from infected cell cultures. Classification of purified large (60 nm) coliphage PR772 particles leads to broad peaks, due to both viral degradation and limited intrinsic resolution of the DMAs used to cover the range of such large particles. We conclude that improved DMAs suitable for high-resolution analysis of particles larger than 30 nm need to be developed to determine the intrinsic mobility width of viral particles.